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Whispering Gallery Waves in a Neighborhood
of a Higher Order Zero of the
Curvature of the Boundary
By
Gen NAKAMURA*, Yoshihiro SHIBATA** and Kazumi TANUMA***
§ 1. Introduction
2

Let QdR be a domain with a smooth boundary F. Suppose Q is a media
where some wave propagates with a speed, say 1 for simplicity. When Q is
strictly convex, there is a high frequency wave well known by the name of
whispering gallery waves which propagates along F. Mathematically, it can
be described as an asymptotic solution u to the reduced wave equauion
(1.1)

Au+a)zu=Q

in Q

with the Dirichlet boundary condition
(1.2)

u\r=Q

whose energy is concentrated near F.
Here <y>l is the frequency of the wave, and u satisfies (1.1) asymptotically
asft>—»oo.By using the boundary layer method, Babich and Kirpichnikova [1]
constructed an asymptotic solution u which describes the whispering gallery
wave.
However, if we merely assume that Q is convex, their asymptotic solution
is ineffective in a neighborhood of a point P^F at which the curvature KQ of
F is zero, i. e. one of its first order derivatives blows up at P.
On the other hand, Popov [4] considered the case /f0CP)=0, Ki(P^Q. He
constructed an asymptotic solution u to (1.1) and (1.2) in a relatively open
neighborhood GdQ of P with the following property. Namely, the dominant
term of u converges in the U sense to that of whispering gallery wave constructed in [1] as a)—>°o in a relatively open neighborhood G+cG of F+=
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; #o(<?)>0}. (In § 2 we will give the precise definition of G + .) Moreover, he showed that, by appropriate coordinate transformation and scaling
transformation, the dominant term of u is determined by a certain Dirichlet
boundary value problem for a certain type of Schrodinger equation with an unbounded potential, and constructed its formal solution on the image of G+ under
the composite mapping of these transformations.
In this paper, we have extended the results of Popov under the condition

(1.3)
for some positive integer K. Moreover, we have improved his result in the
following two points. (1) The dominant term <f> (cf. (2.12) below) of the asymptotic solution u to (1.1) and (1.2) is smooth up to the boundary of G+. (2) <p
converges to the dominant term ^0 (cf. (2.9) below) of the asymptotic solution
of the whispering gallary wave constructed in [1] with respect to a higher
regularity norm as G>—>oo on G+.
Although we have restricted our study to improving Popov's result, our
analysis is a starting point for constructing a local paramatrix which describes
the gliding wave generated by an incident wave grazing at an inflection point
at the boundary,,
Recently, we have noticed that Babich and Smyshlyaev [2] obtained the
same result for the special case it— I. However, their method is quite different
from ours.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After some preparations,
we state the results of [1], [4] and our results in §2. §3 and §4 are devoted
to the proof of our main theorem.
Acknowledgement. We appreciate the referee for several valuable comments on revising this paper.

§ 2. Some Preparations and Results
Let s be the arclength of F measured from a fixed point P0 of F, and F
is described by f=f(s). Let n(s) be the unit normal vector at r(s) pointing inward to Q and q be the length measured along n(s). Then we can take (s, q)
as a coordinate in a relatively open neighborhood Gc£ of F. Thus each point
M=M(x, y)^G with a cartesian coordinate (x, y} is represented in the form

M=M(s, q)=r(s)+qn(s) .
When the wave propagates with speed c(x, y), the corresponding Dirichlet
boundary value problem becomes
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in Q

(2.1)
' u\r=0.
Now by taking the center of curvature in Q, let KQ(s) be the curvature of F
at s. Then we define the effective curvature K(s) by
K(s)=Kn(s)+c-l(s, 0)-3«c(s, <?)U= 0 .

(2.2)

Clearly, K(s)=KQ(s) if the speed c(s, #) of the wave is constant. For the wave
with non constant speed, we have to replace the condition (1.3) by

(2.3)

r+

Here we have taken P=P0=(Q, 0) and identified Q^F with s. Hence
dsK+O(sK+l) (s->+0) for some <5>0. Moreover we define G+ by G+={(s,
K(s)>Q}. In terms of the coordinate (s, <?), (2.1) becomes

+co2c-2(s, q)U=Q

(2.4)

in G

Hereafter, we mainly use (2.4) instead of (2.1) and we construct an asymptotic
solution U (=u) of (2.4) with the properties stated in §1.
Let

v(x)= Jo
r° cos (t*/3+xt)dt

(x^R)

be one of the Airy functions which is rapidly decreasing as %—»-f °° together
with all of its derivatives and has the zeros only on the negative real axis.
Now let — y<0 be a zero of v(x). Then corresponding to this zero, there is an
asymptotic solution U to (2.4) on G+ which describes the whispering gallery
wave. More precisely we have the following, (see pp. 37~47 in [1])
Theorem 2.1. For any sufficiently small s>0, there is an asymptotic solution
U of (2.4) in G+(e)={(s, <?)eG; K(s)>e} with the following properties.
1. U admits the following asymptotic expansion as CD—>oo ;
(2.5)

U(s, ?)~exp ia)
\.

Js 0

c-l(s, 0)ds+zV / 3 /i(s)- j o)~n/sUn(s} q)

where
h(s)=-v[

Js 0

(2.6)

Kzl\s}\2c(s,

U0=[2K(s)c(s, ty~}l/G'v(a)2
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and sQ^F with A"(s0)>e.
2. Un (w^l) caw &g obtained successively by solving a certain recursive equation. In particular, U1 is given by
t7 1 =[(-i/2)c 1 /'(s,0)(2A:(s))- 1 /M(2/3X2A:(s))- 1 /if / (s)
-(2/3)c-1(s, Qfac(
where
y=(i)

and ^i(s) is a C°° function in s.
Remark. Each Un (n^2) is a linear combination of v(y—v) and v'(y—i>)
whose coefficients are C°° function in s. By the asymptotic behavior of v(x) as
z->+oo and the definition of —v, we can easily see that the asymptotic solution U(s, q) decays exponentially as <y-»oo if g>0 and U(s, <?) satisfies the
Dirichlet boundary condition. Thus this asymptotic solution corresponds to the
whispering gallery wave. From (2.6), the asymptotic solution U(s, q) is no
longer valid as s—>0.
Our next aim is to construct an asymptotic solution U to (2.4) in G which
still has a meaning at s=0 and behaves like the whispering gallery wave in
G+. As we had already assumed at the beginning of this section, note that
K(s)=dsf+O(slc+1)

(2.7)

(s-*+0)

for some d>Q and positive integer K. Introduce the scaling transformation

(2.8)

x=q

where c=c(Q, 0), and UQ is the one given by (2.6).

Then

(2.9)

where
(2.10)

(f>Q(t,

%)=^2 1 / 6 ^ 6 exp{-^(3/2/c+3))2- 1/ ¥ 2ff+3)/3 }K2 1 ^ 3 ^^

The following theorem is a simple extension of Popov's result (cf. [4]).
Theorem 2.2. There is an asymptotic solution U to (2.4) in a relatively open
neighborhood GCJ2 of (s, tf)=(0, 0) with the following properties,
(1) U admits the following asymptotic expansion as w—>oo :
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c~1(s, Q)ds)V(s, q),
(2.11)

V(s, q)~ S a)-n/^K+^Vn(t, *).

(2) VQ(t, x)=(p(t, x)^L2(RxR+} is uniquely determined by the following conditions :
(2.12)

• 01^0=0

(t^R),

')—M,

-}\\L^R^—>0

(f->+oo).

Here <pQ(t, x) is the one given by (2.10).
(3) (2.12) admits the following formal solution cp^t, x) as £
(2.13)

0oo(f, x)=D2l/Gt

K/6

/or some polynomials PZn(X) and QZn-i(X) (Q 2 n-i(0)=0) o/ respective orders 2n
and 2n — l.
(4) For eac/z nonnegative integer N, let <pN be the truncated sum of (pjj, x)
up to n = N and /#(£, x}=L(f>N.
Then for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n
satisfying
(2.14)

Suv\tkxldfd»fN(t,

x)\ — >0

(t-++oo)

X>0

holds.
Remarks. 1. When tc=l, Theorem 2.2 is exactly the same as Popov's
result (cf. [4]). Since the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be done in the same way
as that of Popov's result (cf. [4]), we omit the proof.
2. Since s>0 in G+, t-* + °o as <w-*oo in G+. Noting this and (2.9) (2.12),
the dominant term of the asymptotic solution U given in Theorem 2.2 approaches
that of the whispering gallery wave with respect to the Lz norm as o>—»oo in
G+.
3. <f>Q(t, x) is the first term in the formal expansion (2.13) of (p.
Let X(OeC°°(5+) satisfy
(2.15)

Z(0=0

(O^f^l),

I(t)=l

(^2).

Then we can easily see that, for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n, j,
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(2.16)

\tkxld?d»{t-<**+s»'30,(X)X(ejt)}

| ^clmnjtk-Kl/z-m+Kn/

where C Zm7lJ ->0 is a constant which does not depend on l>e^>0. Now take
(/=0, 1, • • • ) such that
Cimnjsj^2-j

(2.17)

for any /, m, n, j

and define <f>N(t, x\ $N(t, x) (N=Q, 1, •••), $(t, x) by the following equations
<bN(t, .r)=Z}21/6

} S
/3^

+3

)/3J2i

From (2.16) and (2.17) we can easily see
f9 1 Q\
\£.JLO)

QIIT-* T
+kvXl^m^n
oUp
Ut Ux "SH
.2-1 /-/-(2«
i*
xso

for nonnegative integers k, I, m, n (l+m+n^N).

Moreover we have

(2.19)
for nonnegative integers k, I, m, n.
Our next result gives a more detailed information about the asymptotic behavior of the first term (J) of the asymptotic solution given in Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.3. (Main result}.

There exists
<5>o

with the following properties.
(1) (p is a solution to
(2.20)
(2) For each fixed t^Q, (p(t,
(3) Given a nonnegative integer N, we have

for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n with 3k+2tcmJrKn<(2ic+3')N+2KJr2.
(4) Moreover
, X}\ -

>0

(f-»-|-oo).
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for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n.
§ 3. Proof of Main Theorem (Part 1)
Let AT be a nonnegative integer and h(t, z)^f\S(5 + X[<5, oo)) satisfy h(i, 0)
5>o
=0 and the estimate
(3.1)

Sup\tkxld?d»h(t, *)| — >0
0:^0

(f->+oo)

for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n with
k+l+m+n^N.
Consider the following unique solution w(t, x)^Lz(RxR+} to
Lw = h(t, jc) (t^R, *^0)

(3.2)

- u;| x = 0 =0
. w(t, •) — >0

(f-» + oo) in L 2 (E + ).

Here we claim the following. Claim: There is a function p(N} such that p(N)
—>oo as N-+OO and
(3.3)

Suv\t*xldFd»w(t, *)l — >0
x^Q

for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n with

We postpone the proof of this claim for a while and show that the properties
(3) (4) of Theorem 2.3 follows from the claim.
As for (4), let h — — L($} and I(t)^C°°(R+) be the function already given by
(2.15). If we decompose h into the form

and remained the estimates (2.14), (2.19), (2.18), we have (3.1) for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n. Then (4) immediately follows from the claim.
As for (3), fix nonnegative integers N, I and let k, m, n be nonnegative
integers which satisfy 3k-\-2Km+Kn<(2K+3)N-}-2K+2. Take nonnegative integers
N'^N and M so that
and

I — >0
for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n with
k+l+m+n^A'l.

(t-*+°o)
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Since w=<p—X(t)<pN' is the solution to (3.2) with h = — L(%(f)<f>N>)

and

for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n with

(3) immediately follows from the claim.
Now let us give the outline of the proof of the claim. By Duhamel's principle, w(t, x) is given by

(3.4)

w(t, x)=(l

if u(t, x\T) is the strong L2 solution to the following problem :
idtu+(l/2')d2xu-xtKu=Q
(3.5)

(t^R, *^0)

• u\x=Q=Q
u\t=T=h(T, x).

Hence it is enough to show the existence, regularity and decay of u(t, x ; T)
In this section, we prove the existence and the uniqueness of the strong L2
solution u(t, x;T) to (3.5) in each finite time interval [T*, T]. Then in the
next section, we extend u(t, x ; T) to ^0 and prove its regularity and decay
by using certain energy inequalities.
Let T*, T satisfy 0<T*<T and fix them. Applying Cauchy's method, we
will construct the unique solution to the problem
z

K

xu-xt

(3.6)

u=Q

(T*<t<T, *

-o=0

For this purpose, let
be a partition of [T*, T] and define uL(t, x} by
uL(t, x)=u£\t, x) (k=Q, 1, ••• , m-1; tk+1^t^
where each u^(t, x} is the unique solution to the problem
j,,CAD
vf Ku(k')—n (f\lk+l <^f<^f
U^
Xlk U& —U
^<'^ 'kt
<

X

(3.7.k)

l
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such that
u^(t0f x)=h(T, *).
Now let zn be the w-th negative zero of the Airy function v(x} and set

<f>n(tk, x)=-2li6tkK/Gv

(3.8)

where z=21/stk-ZK/*(tkKx—Jin(tk)\
Then according to Titchmarsh ([5] pp. 90~
92), for each k (Q<k<m—l\ {<pn(tk, -^)}S=o are eigenf unctions of
(3.9)

H(tk)=(-l/2)dx*+xtk*

with eigenvalues {An(tk)}n=o satisfying the Dirichlet boundary condition and form
an orthonormal system of L2(R+}.
Next we define several norms and function spaces associated to these norms.
Let H\(R+} be the completion of C™(R+} with respect to the Sobolev norm
HI«;icR+> and K be Sobolev's constant such that

Definition 3.1.

For

71 = 0

Moreover we define the space $3(M as the completion of <S(RJ')r\Hl0(R+') with
respect to |Hkt r
Definition 3.2. For n(x~)(ES(R^r\H1a(R+'),

set

Moreover we define the space <PKf*) as the completion of £(.R4");"^//J(JR+) with
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respect to [-la.e-

Lemma 3.3. The two spaces ($(tk\ Mk^) and (@z(tk), [-]s.t f t ) are isometric to each other. Thus from now on we also denote (0f3(tk\ E'ls,^) by (03(tk\
11-11..^).
Proof.
easily see

Set u<N\x)=^,un6n(tk} x) where un(=C (O^n^TV). Then we can
71 = 0

»\m
Since </>re(0, tk}=dxZ<f>n(Q, tfc)=Q, integrating the right hand side of the above
yields ||M c ^ ) ||l.t A = [M c ^ ) ]l 1 t A . Then Lemma 3.3 immediately follows from this
and the fact {<pn(x, tk}}n=o is an orthonormal system in L\R+\
Q. E. D.
Next we return to the existence of uL(t, x).
Lemma 384-0 For any partition A of [T*, T], f/iere g^sfs uL(t, x)t= L2([T*, T],
. These {uL(t, .T)} are ftownded in L2([T*, T], (PS(T)).
Proof.
(3.10)

First we note that each u^ has the representation
uF(t, x)= 71fj= 0 exp{-^ B tf A )a-^)}d«^ B (^, x)

Combining this with Lemma 3.3, ug\t, -)^0s(tk) and
(3.11)

\\u^(tk, Olkt^W, Oik*,

for any

Now according to Definition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3

Moreover, by the definition of u^
(3.13)
Hence combining (3.11)^(3.13) and taking account of INkr.HHkr, there is a
constant £>0 such that
(3.14)

\\uL(t, '}\\3,T^c\\h(T, -)l| s . r (T*^f^T)

for any A.
Q.E.D.

Lentnia 3.50 T/z^r^ zs a constant c>0
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\\uL(t, -)\\,.T^c\\uL(t, -)Li(ji-) (T*£t£T)
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for any A.

This is almost clear from Definition 3.2.

Theorem 3.6.
XR+) to (3.6).

There is a solution u(t, x)eL 2 ([T*, T], ®*(T))r\e^((T*, T)

Here

for nonnegative integers p, q (2p<q) and we will see later in Corollary 4.4 that
this u(t, x] is unique.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. By Lemma 3.4, {uL(t, x)} is uniformly bounded in
the Hilbert space La([T*, T], (P3(T)). Hence there exists
(3.16)

u(f, *)eLa([T*, T], 0.(T))

and a sequence of functions \Uj(t, x)}CL{uL(t, x}} such that u3(t, x}-*u(t, x}
(/->oo) weakly in L2([T*, T], (P3(T)). On the other hand, using the definition
of uL(t, x\ each Uj(t, x) is the approximate solution to the equation of (3.6).
Hence u(t, x) satisfies the same equation in the distribution sense.
Now by Lemma 3.5, the argument which led to (3.16) yields
(3.17)

u(t, x^e^t((T*, T)XE + ) .

Combining (3.16), (3.17) with the equation of (3.6) and reminding the definition
of $3(T), we have
u(t, *)eEL 8 ([T*, T], <P B (r))n<sy((T*, T)X^ 4 ').
Thus u(t, x) satisfies the equation in the L2 strong sense and it has the traces
to £=0 and x=Q.
Finally, to see that u(t, x) satisfies the boundary condition and the initial
condition of (3.6) is a routine argument (see Mizohata [3] p. 333).
Q. E. D.
§ 4. Frool of Main Theorem (part 2)
In this section, we study the regularity and decay at infinity of the principal term V0=(p(t, x) of the expansion (2.11).
To begin with, we generalize (3.6) as follows:
X)

(4.1)

m
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Lemma 4.1. Let f ( t , *)eL2([T*, T], $ 3 (T)) and u,(x}^S(R+}r\H\(R+}
there exists a solution

then

u(t, %)eL 2 ([T*, T],
to (4.1) which satisfies

where C is a constant depending only on T*, T.
Proof. As in part 1, we apply Cauchy's method. Take a partition A: T*
=^m<am-i< ••• <ai<a 0 =T and define w A (f, x)=ug\t, x\ (k=Q, 1, ••• ,
m-1;^
^^^) by
, x), (tk+l<t<tk,

such that u£l\tQ, x)=u0(x).
Then, using the eigenfunctions {$n(tk, ^)}n=o, and eigenvalues {An(tk)}n=o of
the operator H(tk )=— ( 1/2)9 j + jcf**, we have

+ nS
f*
=o Jf

where

easily see

S

CX3

/(^, x)<f)n(tk, x)dx. By applying Minkowski's inequality, we can

Now following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.4,fwe have
(4.2)
Thus
(4.2)'

\\uL(t, x)\\,.tk<\\
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The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.6.
Remark.

Q. E. D.

Later in Corollary 4.4, we show that this solution is unique.

To derive the energy inequality for (4.1), we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let u(t, *)eL2([T*, T], $3(T)) be the solution to (4.1), where
f ( t , *)€EC°([T*, T], L2(jR+))nL2([T*, T], 0,(T)) and uQ(x^S(R+).
Then
W, Oil, \\xu(t, Oil, \\dlu(t, Oil, \\u'(t, OI|eC°([T*, T]).
Notation. Hereafter, for simplicity, we denote the L2(R+) norm by ||-||,
and the differential with respect to t by "'".
Proof of Lemma 4.2. From the assumptions, dtu(t, x)eL2([T*, T]X/2 + ).
Then by Radon Nikodym's theorem
£
dsu(s, x)ds
for a. e. * .

S

So we have u(t, ^)eC°([T*, T], L2(/2+)). Therefore
||Mtf, OI|eC°([T*,T]).
CO

To prove \\xu(t, OI|eC°([T*, T]), put (i/)«(f, ^)=(0«* i/)tf, ^) where c^s is a
mollifier such that

Now let MA(?, x) be the one defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1.
gration by parts,

Thus

where M is a constant independent of A. On the other hand,
(\\x(uLMt, Oll-ii^a, 011)'^—>0 («-*0).

Then by inte-
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Therefore taking an appropriate subsequence {dr

d „ ,

v

,.

d
"dt

Nll

> Oil — * \ \ x u L ( t , Oil («'-»0)

in &((T*, T))

and

dr

Here d/dt is the distribution derivative.
(4.4)

for any A,

-r,\\xuL(t,

(4.3)

Next, we will show

lxuL(t, Oil —> \\xu(t, Oil (IAHO)

in <Z)'((T*, T)).

1/8

From (4.2), ||jc M A tf, Oil is uniformly bounded on [T*, T] with respect to A.
By (4.2)', dtx1/2uL(t, x) is uniformly bounded in L2([T*, T]X.K + ) with respect
to A, and by Radon Nikodym's theorem we have
\\xll*uL(t',
Thus x1/2uL(t, x} is uniformly bounded and equi-continuous in C°([T*, T],
with respect to A. So for an appropriate sequence {A'}c{A},
Sup \\xl'*uL.(t, .)-xl'*u(t, Oil — >0

and

_

•(uL.(t, x)-u(t,

on 2 } 174
r*J*+

0,

for any $^C°5((T*, T)). Hence we have proved (4.4). Since (4.3) and (4.4)
imply
jt\\xu(t, OlleL'([T*,T]),
we have ||;cw(£, Oll e C°([T*, T]). The same argument can also be applied to
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>v

prove \\dlu(t, 01|eC°([T*, T]). Finally, by using the equation of (4.1), \\u\t, Oil
e=C0([T*f T]).
Q.E.D.
Relying on Lemma 4.2, we will give the following energy estimate for the
solution to (4.1).
Lemma 4.3 (Energy Inequality}. Let f ( t , *)eEL2([T*, T], $3(T)), d t f ( t , x)
eL ([T*, T], Lz(R+)\ uM=u(T, x)^<S(R+) and let u(t, *)eL2([T*, T],
be the solution to (4.1). Then we have the following energy inequality:
2

\\u(t, .)\\+r\\xu(t, Oll+lltt'(f, Oil
+2(T/0"||/(T, Oll + ll/tf, Oll + j t {||/(s, Oil
+2K(l/s)(s/ty\\f(s,
Proof.

•)\\+2(s/tY\\f'(s,

-}\\}ds

for a.e. fe[T*, T] .

Since

we have |(d/df)llM(f, O l l l ^ l l / f f , OIL Thus
(4.5)

||«(f,

By integrating by parts,

dxu-^
Hence,

S

oo

o

roo

roo

idtu-xudx— \ (l/2)3 x M-«dx — I fxudx.
Jo
Jo

Taking the real parts of the right hand side, we have

A°°\xu\zdx^\\dtu(t, oiiiuwtf, on+ii/a, omu^a, oil.
Jo

Thus

(4.6)

r\\*u(t, OII^II3«Mff, Oll + ll/a, OH-

Now let $s(t) be the mollifier used in the proof of Lemma 5.3 and put u5(t, x)
CO

=(fa*uW, x). Then
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idtu8=-(l/2)d*u8+xtKud+f(t,
K

K

x)

K

where f ( t , x)=x[$8*, t ^u+f§(t, x\ [^*, t ^u=(j)8*t u—tKu5.

Since

we have

d_
dt

~*
= 2 I m \ {Jo

=2 Im {°0(Kxtg-1u8+7')u8'dx .
Jo

So

jt\\u*'(t, on rsikxf-wf, oii+n/u on.
From (4.6)
t*\\XU§(t, O I I ^ I I ^ M ^ , Oll + ll/tf, O i l -

Thus we have

d
dt
'
~
Applying the comparison theorem, we have
(4.7),

\\ud'(t, OII^C

Since
*[^d*, S K ]M(S, 0=^3*(s e ^M)— S*^*A:M=:\ <f>8(s—0)(aK—sK)xu(a,

%}da ,

we have
IU[#,*, s«]u(s, OII^

— >0

(5->0) uniformly with respect to se[f, T].

Similarly, we have

Moreover, taking account of the assumption and Lemma 4.2, it is clear
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a'ft, Oil — > II "U Oil (3-»0)
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for a.e. fe[T*, T] .

r)||M'(r, Oll'dr — \\u'(T, Oil 2 (3-»0) ,
and \T\\f£s, -)-/(s, -)l|ds->0 (<5-*0). Hence by letting 3->0, (4.7)« implies
(4.7)

|| M '(f,

+J!(l/sXs/OW(s,
Combining (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), we have the desired inequality.

Q. E. D.

Next Corollary 4.4 follows from (4.5).
Corellary 4.4 (Uniqueness). Let u(t, ;c)eL2([T*, T]x/2 + ) be the solution to
(4.1) such that dzxu(t, x\ xu(t, %)eL2([T*, T]X/2 + ). Then u(t, x) is a unique
solution to (4.1).
Next using Lemma 4.3, we will prove the higher order regularity of
the solution u(t, x) to (3.5) with respect to t. But, for a while, we restrict the
the domain of t to the bounded interval [T*, T].
Now, taking a positive integer m large enough, we seek the solution u(t, x)
to (3.6) in the form
(4.8)

u(t, x)=ii 0

(m— 1)1.

Then we have the following.
Lemma 4.5. In order that (4.8) is the solution to (3.6), it is necessary and
sufficient that the following conditions (4.9) and (4.10) hold. Namely,

(4.9)

S (*7
^/)^m—1,
I w,(0)=0

r=min (p —1,
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V(T,

*)=(1/0{(F=min(m— 1, K)

(4.10)

idtV(t

> *>=(-1/2)9li;(f, *)+*fMf, *)+ S

(v(t,

F=min(m, K)

0)=0.

'. From (3.6), it follows that

Substituting (4.8) into the above equations, we obtain (4.9), (4.10). Conversely,
from the above equations we can easily see that u(t, x) is the solution to (3.6)
if (4.9), (4.10) are valid.
Remark, Since the equation in (3.2) is non characteristic with respect to
x=Q, we can assume that h(t, x) is flat at #=0 by modifying w(t, x). Then
the conditions (4.9) and (4.10) are valid.
Now we prove the existence of the solution to (4.10) by the successive approximation.
Define {vj(t, x)}™ inductively by

l

(4.11.J)

(t—T\l-nl

rT(t—S\l~l

}

s ip^r"— w+J, ipiyr"'-1^' x}ds\
T=mm(m, K)

v3(T, x}=u« ' -

/=i, 2,
where um(x)=v(T, x) (cf. (4.10)).
As for the solvability of each (4.11.J), we need the following Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.6. Let $2(T) be the completion of S(R+^H1Q(E+) with respect to
the norm ||-||2.r. We can find the solution Vj(t, *)eL2([T*, T], (Pa(T)) to (4.11.j),
0=1, 2, -).
Proof, We will prove this by induction on /. By Lemma 4.1, this is true
for the case /=!. Assume v^_ieL 8 ([T*, T], (P8(T)). Denote by g(t, x) the
right hand side of the first equation of (4.11.j). Then g(t, z)eC°([T*, T], L2(E+))
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and g'(t, x)=dtg(t, *)eL2([T*, T], L\R+}} exists for almost everywhere fe
[T*, T].
Let <pn(T, x)=(pn(x) n=Q, 1, ••• be the orthonormal system defined by (3.8)
and expand g(t, x) as follows:
g(t, x)=}Qgn(t)<pn(x),

where gn(V=g(t, x}<pn(x}dx .

Let gN(t, x} be its TV-finite sum:

Then it follows that
(4.12)

*(*, x) — > gtf, x) in L2([T*, T]X/2 + )
f

x) in L2([T*, T]x^ + ) as

, T],
Now we rewrite (4.11. j) as follows:
n

(4.13)

and

, T], L2(.K+)) satisfies (4.12) for some

If we can find the solution M(£, ^) to (4.13), the lemma is proved.
By Lemma 4.1, there is a solution uN(t, ^)eL2([T*, T], <P8(T)) to

^U=o=0, M^U=r=M m (x)

for each N (N=Q, 1,2, • • • ) .

From the energy inequality (cf. Lemma 4.3), we have
(4.14)

\\uN(t, -)||+^||XM^, OII + IISJM^ff, Oil

On the other hand, since
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idt(uN-uM)=(-l/2)d*(uN-ux)+xtg(uN--uM)+gN--gM
we have
\\uN(t, -)-uM(t, •')\\+nxuN(t, -)-xuM(t,
< c{(T/tngN(T,

-)-gM(T, Oll + ll^a, -}-gM(t, Oil

Hence applying Schwarz's inequality, we have

(T, -)-gM(T,

Then it is clear that the limit
u(t, *)= lim u^tf, ^)eL 2 ([T*, T],
^-»oo

is the unique solution to (4.13), and Lemma 4.6 is proved.

Q. E. D.

Lemma 4.7. There exists a solution v(t, *)eL2([T*, T], 02(T)) to (4.10).
Proof.

By (4.14) and Minkowski's inequality, we have
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Letting 7V->°o, and applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, this
implies
(4.15)

-0||xu(T,

-W+(T/T*T(T-t)\\g(T,

Therefore, we have proved that (4.13) admits a unique solution u(t, #)e
L2([T*, T], 0j(T)) with the energy inequality (4.15) whenever g(f, z)eC°([T*, T],
L2(.R+)) and 3,^(f, x)eL2([T*, T], L 2 (fl + )) exists for almost everywhere <e
[T*, T]. From (4.11.J),

=I
(vj+i-ViXT, x)=0, (Vi+i-vM, 0)=0, v.(f, z)=0 .
Applying (4.15) to the above,

, T*, m, *
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Here we have used the estimate:

5:
rr

r ll (T)^0

(

(/-l)T ll

Now by Lemma 4.1,

Hence by putting

we have
Jt

= CM(T-0, and

So

jl

jl

which tends to zero as ;—»oo. Therefore {vfo, x)}™=0 is a Cauchy sequence in
L2([T*, T], &2(T)), and there exist a solution v(t, *)eL2([T*, T], $2(T)) to
(4.10) such that
vj(t, x) —> v(t, x)
as ;-»oo .
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7.

Q. E. D.

From the above arguments, we have constructed u(t, x) of the form (4.8)
satisfying (3.6). This shows that
*f T], L2(^-)

and
*, T],
Also, by Corollary 4.4, u(t, x)=u(t, x) where u(t, x) is the solution to (3.6).
Summing up, we have proved the following result.
Proposition 4.8. Let u(t, x) be the solution to (3.6).
u(t, x)eC m ([T*, T], L 2 CR + )),

and

Then
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d*xu(t, *), xu(t, x)s=Cn-l([T*, T], L 2 CR + )),
that is

u(t, *)eCm-l([T*, T],
Next, by using this result, we show that if £e[T*, T], w(£, jc) has higher
order derivatives with respect to x, and is rapidly decreasing as x-^+oo.
Before going further we introduce some notation which will be frequently
used in the subsequent arguments.
Notation. We define the $ n -norm \\u(t, OIU n («^0) of u(t, 0 by \\u(t, OIU n
= p=o
23 ||xp/83rptt(*, Oil, and call the set {xPI2dnx~pu(t, x), Q^p^n} 0w-class of
Lemma 4.9. Let u(f, x)€EC m ([T*, T], L2(^+))nCm-1([T*, T], <P2(T)) be the
solution to (3.6). Then xp/zd2xm~pu(t, *)e=L°°([T*, T], L 2 (JZ + )), Q<p<2m.
Proof. We will show that the 027l-norm (n^m) of u(t, 0 is in L°°([T*, T]).
The proof is done by induction on n. By Proposition 4.8, this is true for the
case 7z = l. Suppose that the 0 2ft -norm (k^n) is in L°°([T*, T]). If we integrate (C°xdfU'x3Trudx<oo
Jo

(fe[T*, T]) by parts using (3.6), \\x^^i%dln-l-puf

Q<p<^2n— 1 appear as its positive parts, and the other terms are bounded by
the 02*-norms (k^ri). So we have *< a+ *>' 2 3r~ 1 ' p MeL"([T*, T], L\R+)) Q^p
l. Furthermore, d?dxut=L~([T*, T], L2(J?+)) implies 32/+1MeL°°([T*, T],

L2CR+)), and from
2

Jo

d^u-xS^u dx<°o (fe[T*, T]), we have

+

L°°([T*, T], L (J? )). Thus the $27i+1-norm of M(#, 0 is in L°°([T*, T]).

In the

same way, integrating \ xd?u xdfu dx<oo (fe[T*, T]) by parts, it follows
Jo

-pue=L00([T*, T], L2(12+)) 0 ^ ^ ^ 2 n ,
, T], L 2 (/2 + )) implies 32/+2 we L°°([T*, T], L2(12+)). Moreover,
from {°°dzxn+2U'xWrudx<^ tfe[T*, T]), it follows
Jo

jc1/23!n+1weL~([T*, T], L1(/2+)) .
Thus the 0 27l+2 -norm of H(J, 0 is in L°°([T*, T]).

Q. E. D.

Finally, we show Lemma 4.9 still holds for T*=0, and also prove the existence of a function p(N) satisfying (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that
Fd»h(t, x)\ — >0 (
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for any nonnegative integer k, I, m, n with

and let u(t, x} be the solution to (3.5). Then for each nonnegative integer k, /,
m, n such that2k+2l+2m+n^2N\\tkxldfd^u(tJ Oil « bounded for all t (0^f<oo).
Proof, First we prove that each 0 m -norm of u(t, x) (m=Q, 1, 2, ••• , 2Ar) is
bounded as £->+0. We prove this by induction on m.
Since (4.5) implies \\u(t, -)\\^\\h(T, OIL this is true for m=Q. Now assume
that 0m-norm (m<2ri) is bounded as £->+0. From (3.5) we can easily derive
for n=0, 1, 2, - , N-l

(4.16)

+ xtK(xn-k-1dxdl+ku}+cKtK-1xn-kdxdktu+
+CKtK-1xn+1-kdktu+cxn-1-kdxdkt+lu+

••• for fe=0, 1, ••• , n-l ,

••• for fe=0, 1, 2, -,71.

Here ...... means the terms of the functions in 0m (m<2n) class. Using these
equations and Lz estimate (4.5) repeatedly, we find that the $TO-norm (m^2?z+2)
of u(t, x) is bounded as t—>+0. This completes the induction.
Next, by roughly estimating the number of t included in each term of
(4.16), each \\xld?d%u(t, Oil (2l+2m+n^2N) is estimated from above by
\\T*xldTmdxnh(T, Oil (k^tc(N2+2N), 2l+2m+n^2N). Moreover from
idt(tnu)+(l/2}d2x(tnu}-xtK(tnu}=intn-lu

(n=l, 2, • • • ) •

\\tku(t, Oil is estimated from above by \\Tkh(T, Oil- Summing up, each
\\t*xldtndxnu(t, Oil (2k+2l+2m+n^2N) is estimated by \\T*xldtmdxnh(T, Oil
(k+l+m+n^K(Nz+2N)+3N).
This completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
Finally we remark about the proof of the existence of p(N).

First note

that
\\Tkxldtndxnh(T, Oil
is integrable with respect to T on [0, oo) if
Sup\\Tkxldtndxnh(T, OIK 00
Then using Duhamel's principle and the stimate stated in the proof of Lemma
4.10, we have
\\t*xldtndxnw(t, OIK ~
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This shows the existence of a function p(N)
p(N) —> oo
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such that

as N-+OO .

Thus we have proved Theorem 2.3.
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